
 
 

Reefer Monitoring Service Tender  
 
 

1- Required service description & pricing sheet : 
 

Sr.  Item Item Description Unit Price Comment  

1 1012564 SV-Monitoring/ Day 
  

Reefer /Day  

2 1012566 SV-Data Retrieval     

3 1012567 SV-Change the power plug   Per plug 

4 1012568 SV-Repair of power cable     

5 1012569 SV-Clean Condenser     

6 1012570 SV-Full PTI   per reefer  

7 1012571 SV-Short PTI   per reefer  

8 1012572 SV-Gen set for Full PTI   exclude fuel  

9 1012573 SV-Gen set for Short PTI   exclude fuel  

10 1012577 
SV-Plugging/ Unplugging Inspection. 
etc.)   per reefer  

11 1012578 SV-Inspection & certification (CSC)   by IICL standard  

12 1012580 
SV-Container Inspection (condition, 
On Off Hire)   per container  

13 1012581 SV-Dry container Repair   Man per Hr. 

14 1012582 SV-Reefer Container repair   Man per Hr. 

15 1012583 SV-Gen Set Rental   Per trip  

 
 
2- Scope of Service: 
 
        - Provide all reefers service related to handling and monitoring of reefer temperature 
        - Provide repairing service for damaged containers  
 
 



3- Terms of service : 
 

a- Reefer contractor shall plug-in and unplug temperature-controlled units within 30 
minutes of nomination by AICT company at the power points provided on AICT company 
terminals and will carry out data downloads of all containers when unplugged ready for 
shipment, either import or export. The cost of each download is documented in the 
attached spreadsheet and retrieval of information for any claim against the company 
provided free of charge to AICT company. 

b- Reefer contractor shall unplug import temperature-controlled units for collection by 
outside haulage companies or AICT company vehicles for the purpose of inspection in 
accordance with instructions from the unit operator or AICT company. 

c- Reefer contractor shall monitor the movement of all temperature-controlled units and 
ensure that no unit is left unplugged for more than 2 hours. 

d- Reefer contractor shall unplug export temperature-controlled units for movement to 
vessels in accordance with instructions from AICT company.  

e- Reefer contractor shall monitor all temperature-controlled units at intervals not 
exceeding 6 hours and at least four times every twenty-four hours to ensure correct 
operation and for any signs of damage (this is a minimum requirement). The 
requirement time of each monitoring call shall be recorded using manual logbook 
system provided by the reefer contractor. 

f- Reefer contractor will notify the unit operator and AICT company of fault/damage, and 
if the unit is operating at a temperature other than that stated on the list provided by 
AICT company.  

g- Reefer contractor shall notify AICT company immediately if any plug-in points are found 
to be damaged or unserviceable.  

h- Reefer contractor shall undertake minor repairs to temperature-controlled units if 
authorized by AICT company at the points on board vessels. 

i- Reefer contractor shall attend on board vessels to plug and unplug temperature-
controlled units were instructed to do so by AICT company and inspect those containers 
due to be discharged for damage and temperature settings. 

j- Reefer contactor is obliged to provide two caravans for both Alexandria and Eldekhiela 
terminals (one for each terminal) for storing his equipment and materials.  

k- Reefer contractor shall provide sufficient trained and skilled labor to always fulfill its 
obligations under this clause and who will undertake their duties in accordance with the 
current code of practice and general byelaws issued by AICT company.  

l- Reefer contractor shall be responsible for all acts of his employers, agents, and 
subcontractors. 

m- Reefer contractor shall comply with AICT company security and safety requirements.  
n- Reefer contractor shall complete and retain records on all functions carried out on 

behalf of AICT company both on paper and computer data base for integration and 
transfer to AICT company upon request. 

 
 


